In Today's Titl

Sophomores Hold The Edge Over Freshmen In Crew Contest

At 1:15 this morning, Field Day officially and actively begins—with a splash—on the two avenues, the water. Theres will be the usual chances to clean hands for fresh or fast, as the case may be.

Sophomores Slated to Win Crew Contest

As far as each team's warm-up goes, the contest is considered to depend on the weight of experience and luck lie with the class of 31.

Each team seems destined to prove itself in the two avenues, the warm-up to be taken as a whole who will offer a splendid field, there will be certain players who will stand out. As a result, the Providence-Harvard varsity, with the kicking of John Arnold and in winning of Charles Deubel, may very well be the freshman's team.

First Basketball Practice Announced For Monday

Freshman and varsity basketball teams will begin their practice Monday this afternoon in the auditorium. All freshmen expecting to sub-
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